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After Artissima “Teatro di Oklahoma” is in gallery

TALK IN GALLERY > December 2nd Wednesday, h. 7 pm

Speeches by:

Giampaolo Prearo, Prearo Publisher

Antonio d'Avossa, professor of History of contemporary art at Academy of Brera

After the reception at the last edition of Artissima - Torino, in the section Back to the Future 1975 -  

1985,  dedicated to  solo  show of  great  forerunners  of  contemporary art  to  rediscover, Antonio 

Battaglia Gallery present again in its spaces a selection of works, exhibited at the fair, from the 

show  of  Aldo  Spoldi  “Dal  Taetro  di  Oklahoma al  Circolo  Pickwick,  1976  -  1978”,  curated  by 

Loredana Parmesani, with a text by Serena Maccianti.

For this occasion they will be presented three groups of works, in a temporal space from 1968 to 

1978, which represent the works of three groups of people, real and metaphorical, la Banda del 

Marameo, il Teatro di Oklahoma and il Circolo Pickwick: the photos, from late Sixties to beginning 

Seventies, deduced from the Aldo Spoldi's publication “Ben venga maggio...”  (Ed. Diagramma, 

1978), show the perfomance and the irreverent attitude of Banda del Marameo, composted by the 

artist and his friends; the photos by Met Levi, virtual photographer, of “Teatro di Oklahoma” (1976), 

more  put  together  and well-dressed group,  gathered up under  the  invitation  of  Frank Kafka's 

incomplete book “Amerika” to be artist just for one day; finally the painting, 1978 - '79, born from 

the suggestions of “Il Circolo Pickwick”, group of aristocratics seeking adventures in England in the 

early years of XIX°, as Charles Dickens tells. These last works are huge and composed by many 

elements, drawings on paper singularly framed, and when they are installed on the wall create an 

unique illustration, such as a puzzle.

These three series of works testify and narrate three different moments in the society during an 

important decade for the political and cultural history in our nation, a period which in art correspond 

to the gradual passage from conceptual art to painting.

The exhibition will take place from 2nd to 23th December 2015 

with the following opening hours:

Monday - Friday, 3.30 - 7.30 pm (Saturday by appointment)
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Biographies

Aldo Spoldi (Crema, 1950) trained at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts, in Milano. As a painter and sculptor, 

his practice was soon characterised by humour and theatricality. In the early 1970s he decided to combine 

conceptual elements with perfomance, organising actions in public urban spaces. 

In 1974 Spoldi founded one of the first Italian art collectives, Il Teatro di Oklahoma, inspired by Franz Kafka's 

unfinished novel Amerika. In the book, the Teatro di Oklahoma is described as a place that welcomes all 

apiring artists, regardless of age, gendere and previous experience, and Spoldi became the coordinator of a 

group of young artists, poets and critics, including Loredana Parmesani, Delvio Crespiatico, Marco Ermentini, 

Enrico  Guenzi  and  Pio  Capodiferri.  In  the  second half  of  the 70s  the  group  embarked  on  a series  of 

exhibitions and publishing projects, including a book/catalogue in which each partecipant had several pages 

available to publish an individual contribution. The exhibition “Teatro di Oklahoma: Whisky Quiz” played a 

central role in the activity of the collective and was staged in 1977 at the Diagramma/Luciano Inga Pin  

gallery in Milano, a place of intence experimentation, aboce all in the field of body art and performance. The 

human body was the linchpin of the exhibition, analysed as a pose, garmet and mask, and no longer in its 

carnal  dimension.  Treated  as  objects  to  portray  in  a  still  life,  the  bodies  were  portrayed  garbed  and  

segmented in photographic images. Luciano Inga Pin and Elio Fiorucci worked on the costumes, and Giorgio 

Colombo tokk the photographs.

In 1988 Il Teatro di Oklahoma became Al Banca di Oklahoma, and in 1990 it was transformed into  the  

Oklahoma S.r.l. company. Of the four founding members, Spoldi is the only artist. The business diversified 

between the exhibition of documents – the tangible trace of the real and bureaucratised existence of the 

comoany – and the creation of art objects (with the collaboration of outside artists) such as Brunelli-style  

ceramic coins designed in the late 80s by Spoldi, Piero Gilardi and the Plumcake Group. With the Teatro di  

Oklahoma Spoldi  attacked  the  classic  figure  of  the  artist  as  the  individual  creative  subject.  His  artisic 

production went on to investigate how popular culture creates  standardised visual representations of the  

body and emotions, crushed from within by a society that favours conformism and uniformity. 

(extracted by Artissima 2015 catalogue, section Back to the Future, curated by Eva Fabbris)

Loredana Parmesani is art historian and critic, university professor and author of  numerous essays on 

magazines and books on contemporary art, among which I colori della notte (Politi, 1987), Arte & Co (Politi, 

1993), L’arte del secolo (Skira, 1997) , L’arte del XX secolo e oltre (Skira, 2012), translated in many 

languages. She has organized and collaborated to realize many exhibition in Italy and abroad, among which: 

“Registrazione di frequenze”, Bologna, “XI Quadriennale”, Roma, “Take Over”, Milano, Los Angeles, 

“Business Art-Art Business”, Groningen, Padiglione italiano “XLV Biennale”, Venezia, “Milano anni novanta”, 

Milano, “Critica in opera”, Castel San Pietro, “Arte per tutti”, Codogno.

She teaches Modern and Contemporary Art History at IED (Istituto Europeo di Dsign), Sociology of cultural 

processes at Academy of Fine Arts of Brera and Aesthetics at Civica Scuola d’Arte Drammatica “Paolo 

Grassi”. 
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